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ABSTRACT

New results were derived from average level spacings of neutron resonances for the
spin dispersion parameter of the nuclear level density, which demonstrated the
influence of shell effects, as well as the interplay of nucleon pairing correlations for
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the nuclear level density parameter, as well as the shell-damping factor, were
,7

aetermineci as, A = n “-”
. ,-.A,-.A.- r..~

u.u/o = U.UUY Mev , ~ =0.180+ ().047k“eV-l, and yO= 0.047
+ 0.04 MeV-l, respectively. The effective nucleon mass at the Fermi surface is
derived as m*/m = 1.09 + 0.13.

New evidence is presented for a dipole-quadrupole interaction term in the primary El
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a proposed generalized Landau Fermi liquid model for spherical and deformed nuclei,
which inciucies the efiect of the ciipoie-quadrupoie interaction. The IAnciau-Migdai
interaction constant and the effective nucleon mass, are determined as F: = 1.49
+0.08, and m*/m=l .04 + 0.07, respectively.

1. Mroiiuction

Two very interesting and long-standing problems in nuclear physics relate to the nuclear level
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new approaches, which help in the solution of these long-standing problems. This lecture is divided
.–, .PKKOrour parts. In the first, we present a brief introduction for the basis of these investigations. “m
the second, we discuss new info&ation on the spin dispersion parameter of the nuclear leveldensity,
derived from neutron resonance parameter irdiormatioq and its effect on the determination of the
nuclear level density parameters. In the third, we discuss in some detail the El photon strength
fiumtions by first reviewing briefly previous models and then presenting our novel formulatio~ which
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gives a summary and conclusions of the present investigations.



II. The Nuclear Level Density

The nuclea level density plays a major role in statistical model calculations in various nuclear
fields in reactor physics, astrophysics, spallation neutron physics, and intermediate-energy heavy-ion
collision investigations. However, up until ve~ recently [1-3] little attention was paid into a critical
examination of the derivation of the nuclear level density parameters, z from experimental data. This
is largely due to a lack of a detailed and accurate knowledge of the spin dispersion parameter. All
previous and recent analysis [4-6] relied on two theoretical expressions for this parameter, one due
to Gilbert and Cameron [7], the other to Bohr and Mottelson [8]. The validity of the theoretical
values of the spin dispersion parameter were not verified previously, particularly over an extended
nuclear mass region.

A. The Spin Dispersion Parameter

The spin dispersion parameters for the various nuclides were determined on the basis of the
Bethe level density formula for a single parity [7] from the ratio of the average level spacings, DO
[9,10], of s-wave neutron resonances of even-A compound nuclei for the two possible spin states,
J = I -0.5, and J = I + 0.5, where I designates the spin of the target nucleus.

-(J+l/2)2
1p(u,J)= (2J+1) ~ 2(aU)1n ~ 2~

DO(U,J)= Z4U514Z11203

(1)

In this relatio~ U is the effective excitation energy, which is calculated by the relation
U = B. + 0.5E- - Pair, (Bmis the neutron separation energy, Em is the maximum energy of the
known resonance parameters, Pair is the pairing energy), J is the spin of the level (neutron resonance,
in the present case), a is the nuclear level density parameter, and u is the spin dispersion parameter.

To obtain reliable estimates of the average level spacings and correct for undetected, as well
as spin-unassigned levels, the Porter-Thomas and Dyson-Mehta statistics were applied. With the aid
of Eq. 1, the spin dispersion parameters for nuclides in the mass range from %li to 24*Puwere
deduced readiiy. The results are displayed in Fig. 1. For clarity of presentatio~ the asymmetric
uncertainties of the derived values, which vary from about 15°/0for the low data points to about 500/0
for the high ones, are not shown. Notwithstanding the scatter of the derived spin dispersion
parameters, three trends readiiy emerge: a general increase of a with ~ the presence of a deep
minimum at A=208, where shell effkcts are strong and variations in o which are due to odd-even
atomic mass dflerences. The first two obsemations are supported by microscopic calculations[11]
and by the results obtained from neutron inelastic scattering measurements [12]. The last trend can
be attributed to nucleon pairing correlations, as demonstrated below. The solid line represents a
calculation in terms of the Gilbert-Cameron relatio~ modtied by shell effects and pairing correlation
as described below. Taking into account the influence of shell effects and nucleon pairing
correlations, we proposed [1] the following phenomenological expression for the spin dispersion
parameter in terms of the Gilbert-Cameron expression for this quantity:



(T2gc= o.0888P(u,A,A)(—a )(ua)112~ 213

ah (2)

where P(U, A, a) is the pairing correlation fimctio~ computed according to the prescription of Lang
and Le Couteur [13], A is the pairing energy, and al% is the shell correction factor (see below) [14].
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Fig. 1 The spin dispersion parameter as a finction of atomic mass number, A. The solid points
represent values derived fi-omthe average level spacings while the diamonds are
calculations based on a variant of Eq. 2. See text for details.

B. The Nuclear Level Density Parameters

Because of the coupling between the nuclear level density, ~ and the spin dispersion
parameter, a, an iteration procedure was carried out to determine these parameters with the aid of
Eq. 1 and Eq. 2; the results are displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In Fig. 1, the solid circles represent
the derived o values and the open circles are the calculations, based on Eq. 2. For compariso~ we
include a curve representing a vqiant of Eq. 2, in which an average pairing correlation term is
applied. The calculated pairing correlation values for the data points of Fig. 1 vary from 0.23 to 0.89
with an average value of 0.5. The nucleon pairing correlation term seems to satisfactorily describe
the data points. These results indicate that the effective moment of inertia of the nucleus is about half
the rigid-body value. This is a surprising result according to the superfluid model of the nucleus. At
excitation energies, corresponding to the neutron separation energy of about 7 MeV, the nuclear
temperature is above the critical temperature for a phase transitio~ and consequently the nucleon
pairing interaction is expected to disappear.

In Fig. 2, the derived nuclear level densityparameters for nuclides in the mass range from 2!F
to ‘50Cfare shown. The errors on the data points, which are mainly due to the uncertainty in the
neutron resonance spacings, range from 1°/0to 5°/0.We note that the determined u values impact the
nuclear level density parametersby decreasing their magnitude by about 10°/0- 20’%0,when compared
with previously derived values [4-6].
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Fig. 2 Derived nuclear level density parameters (solid circles) compared with computations
. -.
(dlamondsj on the basis of Eq. i andEq. ~. ~heii ei%ectsare evident around mass numbers
of 90, 140, and 208.

C. Impact on Spallation Neutron Ylelds

The validity of the low values of the level density parameters of this study is supported by a
detailed comparison between measurements of spa.llation neutron investigations [3, 15], as well as
results obtained from inelastic neutron scattering measurements [ i2]. In addition- as illustrated in–.–-–_––,___––––
Table 1, the present nuclear level density parameters have important consequences on the predktion
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computer code, three options for the selection of the level density parameters are available for the
user, one is borrowed from the HETC code, the second is based on the Gilbert-Cameron-Ignatyuk
forrnulatio~ and the third is the Juelich representation. The latter is basically adopted from [17].
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is due to the evaporation process. Speci&ally, the neutron yield due to evaporation is about twice
*.*or mat due to cascade neutrons. Siice the computed neutron yieicisper incident proton for sptilation

process are sensitive to the nuclear level density parameters, the,validity of the parameters in [16, 17]
are assessed by comparing the results of the combined LAHET and MCNP computations with
measurements for thick W and Pb targets (10.2 cm diameter by 40 cm length) [15]. In the present
compariso~ we present in Table 1 a summary of the experimental data for a thick W target [3, 15],
mrh%h -ra enmnmrd xvAh xzm-kIc e=lm Ilmt;nnc Tn nnh ImnC 1-7 nra chn~xrn tha hi~rbn+ nrntnn amnrrA n=“Suwsa-w UwU,yw - “AL... . UJ*“W. —“-.-..”.,.. u. Wn-nnua. A—- w w-an- wanbaa-USwxuuaa.pum.ma uaswa~w.

and the corresponding neutron yields, as measured by two concentric arrays of 3He detectors
surrounding a ‘w target (i Ocm diameter by 60 cm iongj, respectively. The number of neutrons per
incident proto~ predkted by the LAHET-MCNP code system for three sets of the nuclear level



density parameters, are shown in columns 3-5. As is shown in the last column of Table 1, better
agreement between calculations and measurements is achieved when the Juelich parameters are
reduced by 20°/0,which corresponds generally to our level density parameters.

TABLE 1. Comparison between measurements and calculations.

ENERGY N/P NiP N/P
(GEV) experiments calculations calculations’

0.80 4.230 4.97 4.51

1.00 5.705 6.58 6.21

1.20 6.820’ 8.11 7.27

1.40 7.935 9.43 8.55

NIP
calculations

4.38

5.51

6.94

8.00

:

c.
d.
e.

Zucker et al. [15]
Gilbert-Cameron-Ignatyuk parameters of LAHET.
Juelich parameters of LAHET.
Juelich parameters reduced by 20V0.
No measurement was carried out at this energy for W. The quoted value is an interpolation
between 1.0 and 1.4 GEV.

D. The Effective Nucleon Mass

At this point, it is important to note that ii.mdamental quantities, such as the effective nucleon
mass at the Fermi surfiace, can be derived from the nuclear level density parameters. This can be
obtained from the volume component of the nuclear level density [1]. According to the Thomas-
Fermi model for a’finite nucleus, an expansion of the level density parameter per nucleon in powers
of A-lB yields the following expressio~

~ = fa, + a#3@ ’113-+a~~ ‘213)
A

(3)

where ~ is the smooth value of the level density parameter, ~ at which shell effects disappear, and
a a,, and ~ are the volume, sufiacb, and curvature components of the level density parameter,
re~pectively. We have introduced into Eq. 3 surface and curvature factors, B, and BL to take into
account departures from spherical shapes. The contribution of shell effects can. rerdly be
incorporated into Eq. 3 by a phenomenological multiplicative ten developed in [14], such that:
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where EM is a liquid drop shell correction, and y is a shell damping factor, which depends on
atomic-mass number. Within the hmework of the liquid-drop model (LDM) formulation [18], the
sheii comctions are obtained 170mthe.reiatio~ Ew = N& - ~, where the former quantity k the
experimental mass and the latter is the LDM mass value. Because of the availabilityof recent atomic-
mass evaluations [19], the parameters of the liquid drop model are derived in this work by the least-
cmlarea methnd fnllnurirw the nrnmwh me rennrted in r 181 ~h~ reu Ilts were determined ac fnllnwc.~=-— . . . . . . . . . . 7 ---- ..--= ---- ~-------- . -r----- . . . ~ -_J. . ------ - . -. - ----- .. —--- — ---- . . . .

al= 15.670+ 0.020 MeV, ~= 18.559 + 0.072 MeV, ~= 0.7176+ 0.0029 MeV, Cq=1.2151 + 0.051
-x.-? -—>l_—-onn~ 8 nnnc% ar-r7
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in [18]. The quoted errors reflect only the uncertainty of the fitting procedure. The ~ and Cqresults
imply that rO= 1.2039 &0.0049 fin for the nuclear size, and d = 0.546 + 0.012 fln for the dfiseness
of the nuclear surface.
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0.157 MeV-l was assumed in the least-squares fitting procedure for this quantity. The calculated
resuhs, obtained horn Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, are dkpiayed in Fig. 2, where the diamonds and open circies
represent respectively the calculated level density parameters @q. 4) and the LDM values @q. 3).
The level density parameters derived from the average s-wave level spacings are shown by solid
circles. The observed structure is ve~ well accounted for by a shell correction te~ as described by
Eq. 4. A least-squares fitting procedure yields the following result:

n n7&~ n nna nx.xr-l . = n 1sm d- n fki7 XI-X7-1 -n~ ~, = n A7 L n iwf nA.Tr-l%= V.V’V-U. WVXHWV ,- V-’ UV-V. WTI AU-V 7=- ro W+TI -w.- L-v .
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we stress that our derived sheii corrections, as weii as those of [i 8], produced consistent

results throughout the atombnass range. In contrast, the application of the shell corrections of [20]
gave unrealistic values for ~ and ~ when compared with the theoretical results; negative quantities
were Qhtaanedfor z- and lar~e unreasonable values are derived for a- which are at v~nm_ce w~th the~, —-—-—=- —-—-—-—-–—--- .——____ _ ----- ._ ___ - ..-—__-—---

theoretical estimates (Table 2). We point out that the source of the discrepancy produced by using
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particuhrly large discrepancies between calculated and experimental masses exixt [20]. On the other
hand, when the analysis is restricted to A> 40, realistic results are obtained for ~ and ~ (Table 2).
Finally, the sensitivity of q and ~ to variations in O*is determined. Without nucleon pairing and shell
energy correction terms in Eq. 2, the values obtained are ~ = 0.096 * 0.010 MeV:l and ~ = 0.089
+ n n?~ WI=V-lwhich are Aicrrenant Ath th~nretieal ectirnatm (~~~i~ ~).—V. v-- ----- > . . .-”.. - “ . ..-. -=-.. . . . . . . . ----- -.. — -“ . ....-.-”
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the curvature component. An increase of ~ by a hctor of 3 has little effect on the volume component
(a 3% increase), whereas the surhce component is reduced by about 50??. In additio~ the influence
of the shell comctions on a,,,and ~ was examined in great detail by taking into consideration various



LDM formulations. We summarize in Table 2 the findings on the basis of the LDM shell corrections
of [1S, 20] in rows 2-4. A comparison is carried out between the present results for the components
of the nuclear level density and several theoretical computations[21 -26]. It is to be noted that within
one standard deviatio~ the volume component of the present work is in good agreement with the
results of [21, 22], with [23] for the case of the SVI interactio~ and with [24] when m*/m=l .0, but
not with [23] when m*/m=O.7. Our value of the sufiace component is in good agreement with the
results of [21-23]. From our value for the volume component and on the basis of the results of [22,
23], the effective nucleon mass at the Fermi surface is deduced as m*/m =1.09 + 0.09. This is invery
good agreement with earlier conclusions [25-26], with recent calculations [27] which show that
m*lm = 1.12-1.13, and with results obtained from an analysis of the El photon strength fimction
in terms of the Fermi liquid model, as described in the next section.

TABLE 2. A comparison of the present results with various theoretical estimates for the volume
and surface components of the level density parameters, as well as the effective
nucleon mass. The a and ~ parameters describe the density and temperature terms of
the effective nucleon mass [24].

0.076 ~ 0.009

0.073 + 0.008

0.064 +0.01 1

0.064

0.068

0.068

0.054

0.064

0.045

K (MeV-l) a. (MeV-l) m*lm reference

O.180+ 0.047 (0.157) 1.06 + 0.13 a

0.138 & 0.041 (0.157) 1.02+ 0.11 b

0.234 &O.054 (0.157) 0.89 + 0.15 c

0.174 0.148 21

0.213 0.385 1.0 22

0.218 0.166 0.95 23, SVI.

0.233” 0.103 0.76 23, SIII

0.250 0.741 1.0 24>a=~=0

0.263 0.747 0.7 24, a=O.3,
p=o.o

a) present results, based on present shell corrections. b) present results, based on shell corrections
of [18]. c) present results, based on shell corrections of [20] for A >40.

E. Temperature Dependence of the Nuclear Level Density Parameters.

The temperature dependence of the level density parameter was investigated by Shlomo and
Natowitz [27] in the framework of Thomas-F@n.i approximations with corrections for continuum
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effbcts. The results of the inverse level density, A/z as a finction of temperature for nuclear masses
40, 60, 110, 160, and 210 are presented in graphical form [27]. However, it is advantageous to
obtain a parameterization of these results for application in statistical calculations in the fields of
intermdlate-energy heavy-ion collisions, spallation neutrons, and photo nuclear investigations at high
excitation energies. In the present study, a description of the temperature variation of the level
density parameter is readily achieved. The details will be published elsewhere. However, we
summarize here the final result:

~-TA1n
—r

a(Z) = a(0)[O.7143(1 +0.4e 21 )]1”7
(5)

where s(O) is the level density parameter at T = O,and 0.4 is an average value over the nuclear mass
region 40-210 [27].

III. The El Photon Strength Function

As mentioned earlier, a long-standing problem in nuclear physics is understanding the El
transition strengths. Many neutron capture measurements, carried out on primary El transitions for
several nuclei across the periodic table, were interpreted in terms of one of three theoretical models:
the direct and the valence-neutron capture models (VNCM) [28-30], the giant dipole resonance
(GDR) model [3 1-32], and the Landau-Migdal Fermi liquidmodel (FLAK)[33-35]. However, none
of the three could describe globally the measured El transition strengths for both spherical and
deformed nuclei. On one hand, the Brink-hel giant dipole resonance representation achieved
reasonable success in accounting for the E 1 photon-strength fimction data for deformed nuclei, but
not for spherical nuclei. On the other hand, the Fermi liquid model of Kadmenskii et al. [35] was
limited to a description of the spherical nuclei and could not account for the deformed ones. This
suggested that the inadequacies of these models maybe due to the neglect of the contribution of
deformation to the El transition strengths. The effkct of quadruple and octupole deformations on
El transition strengths of low-lying nuclear states has been debated in the literature for many years
[36-37]. Of special importance to this investigation is the theoretical work of Tourneux [38], in
which the damping-width component of the giant dipole resonance, due to the interaction between
the dipole and the quadruple vibrations, is computed by the moment method and the microscopic
approach. A comparison between the results of the two approaches shows a difference of a few
percent only [38]. The challenge for an understanding of the extensive El photon data is to find a
generalized model which can satisfactorily account for the El transition strengths of both spherical
and deformed nuclei. At first, we restrict our study to primary high energy photons in testing the
validity of our model and then discuss its possible impact on nuclear structure and intermedlate-
energy hea~-ion collision investigations.

At this point we briefly review previous models, then present our new model; finally we make
comprehensive, comparisons of the various models’ predictions with average resonance-capture
(ARC) photon spectra measurements for spherical and deformed nuclei, as well as with measured
total radative widths of neutron resonances.
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A. Nuclear Models of El Photon Strength Function

1. The Single-Particle Model

Within the framework of VNCM [28-30], we derived an expression for the photon strength
fimction for El transitions, SY(EY),due to single-particle transitions. The result is expressed by the
following relation:

cry>
SY(EY)= = 1.32x1O ‘9(~)2A 516fi

%% A o (6)

where -4’?s is the average s-wave neutron total radiative width [9-10], DO,is the average spacing
of s-wave neutron resonances [9-10], EY is the primary gamma-ray energy populating a final state,
and SOis the s-wave neutron strength fiuwtion in 10+ dimension less units [9-1O]. The central
assumption of this model is the decoupling of the single particle state fi-omthe giant dipole resonance
and the assumption of intermediate-coupling between the incident neutron and the target nucleus.
This is reflected in Eq. 6 by the fact that the effective charge of the neutron is @ven by its normal
value, e = e(Z/A), and by the appearance of the s-wave strength fimctio~ SO.When a single particle
state is coupled to the GD~ then its effective charge is reduced from its normal value. In addkio~
the strong coupling model predicts a constant value, SO= 1, for all nuclear mass numbers.

The success of the direct neutron-capture model of Lane and Lynn [30] was first
demonstrated in [39] for thermal neutrons. The valence neutron model was fist reported for p-wave
resonance neutron capture in 9*M0and ‘Zr targets [40-42], subsequently in sub-threshold photo-
neutron measurements [43] in ‘Zr, and more recently in s-wave resonance neutron capture in 53Cr
[44].

2. The Brink-Axel GDR Model

Within the framework oftheBrink-Axel hypothesis [31-32], the El photon-strength fimctio~
extrapolated to the tail of the GD~” is expressed by:

SY(EY)= 8.674x1O‘8 qJog%

(E: -E;)2 + E2PYg

(7)

The quantities, o ~, rg,. and E~ are the Lorentzian parameters of the GD~ representing the peak
cross-section (in rnb), the dampmg width (in MeV), and the peak energy (in MeV), respectively [45].
Two such Lorentzian terms, added incoherently, are required for deformed nuclei where the photo-
absorption cross-section is split into two components.



The pioneering ARC photon spectra measurements ofBollinger and Thomas [46] showed the
influence of the GDR in radiathwxmtron capture. More recently, Kopecky and Chrien [47-48] and
Goriely [49] proposed variants to this model by including an energy-dependent damping width for
the GD~ which was borrowed born the FLM.

3. The Fermi Liquid Model

According to the FLM for a nucleus, characterized by strongly interacting quasi-particles, the
El photon stren@h iimction for spherical nuclei is expressed by [35]:

SY(EY)=8.674x1O‘8
(1 +F;13)112oJ$I’g(E#)Eg

(1+F’)112
o

(E; -E;)2
(8)

where F ~’and F1’are the Landau-Migdal Fermi liquid constants for the zero and first harmonics
respectively, describing the interaction of the quasi particles [33]. In this model, the darnping width
of the GD~ I’g(EY,T) is energy- and temperature-dependent and is expressed by [35]:

F’
g(E;+ 4X29rg(Ey,Tf)=—

E:
(9)

where I’go= 17#$=EP T-) is the damping width of the GD~ which is built on the ground state,
and T~is the nuclear temperature of the final state. We will determine with greater accuracy, the
quantity [(l+F1”/3)/( l+FO)] ‘in Eq. 8, reported in [35] as -0.7; hereafter, we designate this ratio by
LM.

To our knowledge, the FLMmodel [35] was not validated with the statistically superior ARC
data. However, Becvar et al. [50] were the first to show the applicability of this model on compound
nuclei lwlnSm on the basis of measurements of gamma-ray intensities, which were averaged horn
indkidual resonance data.

4. Generalized Fermi Liquid Model

As we will demonstrate, none of the above models describes adequately the data for both
spherical and deformed nuclei. We propose a unified model which can account for the E 1 transition
strengths for both. We emphasize that the FLM prediction for the darnping width of the GDR @q.
9) does not take into consideration the nuclear surface contribution which is known to have an
important role in the photo absorption process. On phenomenological grounds, and based on the
results of Toumeux’s calculations [38], we generalized the FLM by including the dipole-quadrupole
contribution to Eq. 8, such that:



SY(EY)=8.674x1O‘8
(1 +F;/3)112aOJ’9W,9%P2)%?
(1+F’)1t2 (E; -E;)2

(lo)

o

where I’8m(EY,Tf, ~) is a modified form of Eq. 9, which takes into account the surface contribution
of the nucleus, and is represented by the relation:

~(E#’flp2)=C(E;+41T2T;) +J74329EY) (11)

In this expressio~ the second term which we introduced, represents the damping width due to the
interaction between the dipole and quadruple vibrations as calculated exactlyin[38] by the moment
method, C is determined, as in [35], by the condition that T~m(EWO) = 17~0.With the aid of the
relation between the restoring force and the B(E2) quantity [8], it can be easily shown that
Tourneux’s [38] reported relation for the width of the giant dipole resonance due to the dipole-
quadrupole interaction can be simplified to:

(12)

where 2.35=2(21n2)Kis a factor which converts a standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution to a
fill-width at half maxirnuq ~, is the nuclear deformation parameter, as derived fi-omthe B(E2)
values, and E2 is the energy of the first 2+excited state. We emphasize that no adjustable parameters
are introduced into Eq. 12. For deformed nuclei, the sum of two incoherent terms @q. 10), with the
appropriate Lorentzkm GDR parameters, are required. We also point out that the dipole-quadrupole
term was derived in [38] for spherical nuclei. In the following analysis, we assume that this
interaction term applies to deformed nuclei. By describing the data for both spherical and deformed
nuclideswith our model @q. 10- Eq. 12), we can establish the importance of the dipole-quadrupole
term in El transition strengths and possibly shed light on its validky for deformed nuclei.

B. Analysis and Results of El Photon Strength Data

Our model was tested by examining in detail the ARC primary high energy El gamma-ray
.. ‘Co, ‘~r, lUNd, ltiNd, 148S~ lWS~ lxGd, 158Gd,l=Hc),spectra for the following compound nuclel.

l@Dy,laEr, lnfi, lTq~, 17CLUIS~, 182T~lSQ 192fi,l%pt, 198Au.TO reduce the Porter-Thomas

fluctuations of the measured ra~iative intensities, we considered only even-A compound nuclei. The
absolute normalization of the ARC gamma-ray intensities were carefi,dly carried out by using the
evaluated absolute gamma-ray intensities due to captured thermal and resonance neutrons.
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For comparison with [35], we initially assumed a vahe of 0.7 for LM. With the exception

of aCo, our unified model was successful in all considered cases. We point out that for aCo the
BAM predictions underestimate the dam while the single-particle estimates give a better description
of the photon-strength fimction data. An additional important point to be made here is that all the
models fded catastrophically below about A = 60. This conclusion is arrived at on the basis of a
comparison between the measured total radiative widths of neutron resonances [9-10] and the
estimates of the various models for this quantity. This indicates that other processes, such as single
particle transitions, play an important role below this nuclear mass. In view of this finding and other
reported evidence on the importance of single particle transitions in this mass regioq we restricted
this study to nuclides above A=60.

InFig. 3 to Fig. 6, we compare our model’s predktions with measurements, as well as other
models’ predktions, for two representative spherical nuclides, l%Id and 198Au, and two
representative deformed nuclides lnYb and lnTa. In these figures, the ordinates, which are
designated by GSF, represent the El photon strength fhncdons in units of 107MeV-3. The solid limes
represent the predktions of the Brink-Axel GDR model @q. 7), the short dashed lines correspond
to the FLM formulation of Kadmenskii et al. [35] (Eq. 8), the long dashed lines correspond to our
approach (Eq. 10- Eq. 12), and the dot-dashed lines show the single-particle predictions (Eq. 6).
As is clearly~vident for the spherical nuclides, the BAM predictions overestimate the data by a factor
of 2-3, the FLM predictions [35] underestimate the data by about 20’XO,particularly for the high-
energy photons, while our model achieves a better description of ST(EY). On the other hand, as
illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the deformed nuclides, lnYb and 182Tz the BAM predictions
overestimate the data by about 15Y0,the Kadmenskii et al. treatment [35] (Eq. 8 with two terms)
under predkts the data by a factor of 2-3, while our treatment @q. 10- Eq. 12 with two terms)
agrees more closely with the measurements than do the other models’ predictions.

Additional evidence for the importance of the dipole-qaudrupole contribution to the El
transition strengths comes from a comparison of the measured average total radiative widths of
neutron resonance [9- 10] with our model’s predictions. This approach has the desirable f~ture of
circumventing the possible problem of the absolute normaliition procedure of measured photon-
intensities, but it introduces an estimated uncertainty of about 30°/0in the results, which arises from
the uncertainty of the nuclear temperature. The computed radiative widths turned out to be
dependent on the fifth power of the nuclear temperature. Because of space limitations, the details
will be published elsewhere. To illustrate the magnitude of the dipole-quadrupole contribution to the
radiative widths, we present in Table 3 our model’s predictions of total radiative widths, with and
without the inclusion of the deformation te~ for a few nuclides, ranging from lwNd to 24%, and
compare the results with measurements [9-10]. Within the uncertainties of the measurements and the
calculations, the computed radiative widths reproduce the measurements quite well when the
deformation effkcts are included. The results also clearly illustrate the substantial contribution of the
dipole-quadrupole term to the radiative widths of deformed nuclei, such as the G& Dy, Yb isotopes,
as well as the actinides.

The swx%ssof our unified model in describing the data for both spherical and deformed nuclei
is the fist clear evidence for the important influence of the dipole-quadrupole contribution to the El
transitions strengths for high enerm Dhotons in the (~y) reactions.
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TABLE 3. Uni&d model’s predictions of total radiative widths compared with measurements.

Nuclide
(me\a (mt~b (m?~

I l“Nd
I 80+9 I 94 I 94

I l’6Nd
I 68+9 I 60 I 60

#I I I 1

I 1’?3m I 69+2 I 84 I 58
I 1 n ,

1 1 I

I lWSm I 62+2 I 74 I 49
t 1 1 ,

1 I 1

t
s ,
I 1 #

I 158Gd I 97+8 I 115 I 63
t I 1 ,

I I t

I l~Dy I 113+13 I 100 I 50
I , 1 1

1 I I

I 172Yb I 75+5 I 82 I 45

I ‘74Yb I 74h4 I 94 I 52

I 192
Ir I 80& 10 I 84 I 58

I I%pt I 120+ 15 I 117 I 92

I 19*Au I 128 + 6 I 164 I 116

I 234u I 40+5 I 24 I 14

I ‘u I 35A2 I 32 I 18

I 2WU I 43%4 I 33 I 18

243kl 42*4 51 25

a) measurements [12] b) present predictions ( ~~ c) present predictions ( ~z= O)

In view of the remarkable success of our model in describing the El photon strength
fiuwtions, a more accurate value of the LM parameter was derived by least-squares fits of the ARC
data with the aid of Eq. 10- Eq. 12. This procedure yielded weighted average LM values of
0.61 ~ 0.01 and 0.64 + 0.02 for spherical and deformed nuclides, respectively (Fig. 7). The
uncertainties in the results are due to the least-squares fitting method, as well as the dispersion of the
individual data points, which largely reflect the normaliiation procedure. We stress that these
uncertainties do not include those due to the theoretical approximations, which are difficult to assess.
From these results, we conclude that, within the auoted uncertainty limits, the dipole-quadrupole
interaction terms for spherical and deformed nuclides are equivalent. However, more accurate
measurements of radiative strength fimctions are required in order to reach a definitive conclusion
regarding this point.
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To estimate FO’from the derived LM value, a knowledge of F1’is required. However, instead
of adopting lF1’I<0.1 [33], we followed an alternative approach which sheds additional light on the
effective nucleon mass at the Fermi surface. On the basis of the relations, F1= 3(m*/m - 1) [33], and
FI’=FI /3 [51], we show in Fig. 8 the variation of FO’with m*/m, as determined from our weighted
average value, LM = 0.62 + 0.01, (solid line). In additio~ we note that FO’can be estimated from
the relation pm= &(l+F~ )/3(m*/m) [33], where PV = 30.6 + 2.4 MeV is the volume symmetry
ener~ [51-53] and &=38 MeV is the Fermi energy fork ~= 1.36 flx# [51]. The dashed line in
Fig. 8 represents the variation of FO’with m*/m on the basis of the symmetry energy relation. The
solution of these relations yields m*/m = 1.04 + 0.07 and FO’=1.49 + 0.08. These determinations are
in good agreement with m*/m = 1.09 + 0.13, obtained from average level spacings of neutron
resonances [1], with FO’=l.44 [54] obtained from fits of low-lying nuclear levels, nuclear radii
distributions, and binding energies, and with 0.9< FO’<1.5 [51].
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C. New Perspectives

The present results established the important role played by the dipole-quadrupole interaction
term in El transition strengths. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, this was readily evident for deformed
nuclei became the dipole-quadrupole contribution dominates over single-particle effects for photon
energies between about 4 MeV to about 8 MeV. At this point, we raise the interesting question as
to whether the dipole-quadrupole interaction has significant implications in low energy nuclear
structure studies and intermediate heavy-ion collision investigations. At low photon energies, since
the standard IBM model failed to describe the measured B(E1) strengths, f and p bosons were
introduced to account for the observed transition strengths between low-lying states [55]. Two other
alternative approaches, which were successful in reproducing the measured El transition strengths,
were followed. In one treatment, the p bosons were replaced by a GDR component [55]. In
another, based on the quasi particle phonon model, the coupling of the first 1-excited state to the
GDR was invoked for spherical nuclei [56]. In these two studies, the importance of the tail of the
giant dipole resonance was demonstrated. However, since the dipole-quadrupole component of the
GDR diminishes with decreasing photon energy @q. 12), its influence is rendered difficult to observe
in nuclear structure studies. On the other hand, the dipole-quadrupole effect is expected to have an
appreciable significance in intermediate heavy-ion collisions studies of giant dipole resonances which
are built on highly excited states [57]. We emphasize that in these investigations the standard
Lorenztian strength fimction was assumed in the description of the y-ray spectra for spherical nuclei,
such as 120Sn[57]. As we have show this assumption is not valid for y-ray energies below 8 MeV.
In additio~ with increasing excitation energy, the deformation of the nucleus increases. As a result,
application of our formalism in these studies is more appropriate. Finally, it is of interest to consider
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what effect the dipole quadruple te~ as well as our derived values of the Landau-Migdal constants,
might have on astrophysical calculations.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that a wealth of inilorrnation can be derived from neutron
resonsnce measurements. From the average level spacings of neutron resonances, the following main
results are obtained: (1) nucleon pairing correlations and shell effects have a significant effect on the
spin dispersion parameter, as well as the nuclear level density parameters at the Fermi surface; (2) the
volume and surface components of the nuclear level density parameter at the Fermi surface are in
good agreement with the modified Thomas-Fermi results for the SVI interaction [23] and the exact
quantum mechanical calculations [21]; and (3) the effective nucleon mass is enhanced at the Fermi
surface.

On the basis of the present comprehensive study of the ARC photon-spectra measurements,
our understanding of the El transition strengths has improved by demonstrating the importance of
the dipole-quadrupole interaction term. This study reveals that nuclear shape plays a dominant role
in the El photon-strength iimctio~ thus evoking some similarity with the Ml scissors-mode. In
accomplishing this objective, we proposed a generalized Fermi liquid model, based on Kadmenskii
et al.’s approach [35], which improved the global description of SY(l$) for both spherical and
deformed nuclei. The Landau-Migdal interaction constant, FO’,accurately derived in this study, is
in good agreement with previous determinations. In additio~ the present (~y) investigations shed
additional light on the magnitude of the effkctive nucleon mass, in that they supported earlier
conclusions [25-26] on the enhancement of the effbctive nucleon mass at the Fermi surface.
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